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the Question



What stands 
between you and 
your best creative 
work?



If only…



q Celebrity partnership

q Bigger budgets

q Faster approvals

q A higher profile

q A better title

q A higher salary

q Faster turns

q Bigger team

q Better vendors

q Better equipment

q A seat at the table

q A louder voice

































If only…



You already have 
the experience you 
need to do the best 
work of your career.













the Answer



Bend time and 
space to your will.



Bend time and 
space to your will.

Easy!



is the currency
with which we 
do business.

Creativity



How it behaves
How it works



q Closed thinking
q Open thinking







GENIUS















a Process



1. Define the problem



TODAY’S EXERCISE:

Fix the Worst B2B 
Brand of All Time



Twentieth Century Fox



Twentieth Century Fox



Twentieth Century Fox



2. Load up on information







The opinion that matters most

Rebecca, CIO,
Community Credit Union



What she has to say

“Security is, hands down, 
the top factor we consider. 
Honestly, I don’t know 
anyone in this industry who 
doesn’t lose sleep worrying 
about cybercrime.”



What she has to say

“Other contractors offer a 
more flexible platform or 
maybe a lower cost, but I’d 
never take that over the 
confidence I have in Initech. 
We’re in good hands, and 
that makes a huge 
difference.”



Other Forms of Insight

Category Key question Elements

Market
Who are the competitive 
players? What are they doing in 
the various media?

Review by media, competitor review, analyst 
review, spending, creative, PR, visual 
landscape, technology landscape, ratings, 
web audit, search, social media

Messaging
What are the players saying? 
How are they positioning
themselves?

Messaging review, competitive grid, 
preliminary messaging

Audience
Who is the audience? What are 
the key concerns of the buying 
influences?

Secondary research; internal, external, 
channel interviews; buying process, channels, 
personas



A clear position



Who they are
+

Who they want to be



Initech pioneers the most secure 
banking software in the industry.





3. Give time and space



90



Just add nonsense

90





Art

POP

TECH HEART



Art

POP

TECH HEART

SCHINDLER’s 
LIST

JAWSJURASSIC PArk

E.T.RAIDERS













4. Sift and evaluate









5. Rework and define





Combine a sturdy-yet-sleek aesthetic
with an intrepid voice to build a brand 

of secure innovation.









Selling it















1. Define the problem
2. Load up on information
3. Give time and space
4. Sift and evaluate
5. Rework and define



You already have 
the experience you 
need to do the best 
work of your career.


